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The FARC urge "the progressive and democratic peoples and governments of
Latin America, the Caribbean and the world, not to allow more interference on
sovereign Venezuela."

The Revolutionary Alternative Forces of the Commons (FARC) party stated, in a
release, Thursday that "Colombia cannot support a foreign intervention against
Venezuela."

RELATED: 'We Are No Longer Your Backyard': Bolivia's Evo Morales Condemns
US Interventionism in Venezuela, Latin America

In the statement, the political party rejected the Colombian Government favoring a
military intervention against Venezuela, led by the Venezuelan far-right and its 
foreign allies.

The release highlighted that "the political, diplomatic, economic, social and military
siege aims to destabilize and overthrow the legitimate government of President
Nicolas Maduro and to reverse the Bolivarian Revolution, resorting to whatever
means that are within its reach; it is a real element that the Venezuelan national
extreme right, its allies abroad and the empire itself cannot deny."
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@FARC_EPueblo #COMUNICADO || Colombia no puede prestarse para una
intervención extranjera contra Venezuela. http://www.
farc-ep.co/comunicado/colombia-no-puede-prestarse-para-una-intervencion-
extranjera-contra-venezuela.html…

The FARC party also said that the repercussions of a military intervention would
be catastrophic for Latin America in general and for Colombia in particular, "with
the burden of death and desolation that it would imply."

The group is urging for the unfriendly and aggressive actions against Venezuela
to stop, and calling for "the progressive and democratic peoples and governments
of Latin America, the Caribbean and the world, not to allow more interference on
sovereign Venezuela."

FARC call on the Latin American people to reject foreign intervention in the South
American continent and highlighting that the "continent is a zone of peace and we
must not allow ourselves to be deprived of that right." 
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